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Perfectly Simple. Simply Perfect.
Three calculators from Texas Instruments.

They’re easy to use and there’s one 
to make your everyday calculating tasks 
simple

Each one features a sophisticated solar 
power system That means you’re not going statistics or computer sciences, you 
to be let down by batteries when you can 
least afford it

In a nutshell, the three calculators you 
see here reflect what we believe calculators 
are all about: they’re fast, they’re efficient, 
they’re reliable and they’re easy to use.

We’re sure there’s one for you.

To start with there’s the TI-31 SLR which calculations. The TI-37 Galaxy has all this 
performs the 63 most used scientific and plus it can handle integer or fraction 
statistical functions, including the algebraic calculations. And it comes with a hard

plastic carrying case.
So if you’re looking for a calculator that’s 

simple to operate and perfect for what 
should be looking at the TI-36 SLR, or the you want it to do, think two letters, TI. -

and visit your Texas Instruments dealer 
What could be simpler?

operating system.
But if you’re into more advanced math,

TI-37 Galaxy.
The TI-36 gives you a total of 89 func

tions. It can convert figures from one 
base to another and performs mixed calcu
lations. It also has a 10 digit/2-exponent 
display that shows 13 mode or status

Texas 
Instruments
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